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Enable Every day 
Star Sentinel, powered by Kalogon
‘Sentinel’ means – A guard that keeps constant watch and alerts to problems. Whether you 
are an active or a more complex user, Sentinel provides control and simplicity, enabling you 
to go about your everyday life. 

Smart and easy-to-use technology
Sentinel´s smart, innovative and easy-to-use technology takes 
your experience to another level. Vertical air cell cushions can 
be set up directly from the Sentinel device or using an optional 
app, removing the need to use a hand pump. Sentinel will 
then automatically detect when the user is on the cushion and 
effortlessly maintain the clinically set level of air, giving peace 
of mind throughout the day, every day.

Sentinel - enable everyday simplicity and peace of mind.

Air management system
Once the clinical pressure level is set, Sentinel continuously 
monitors the cushion with its air management system, 
manages the pressure and automatically adjusts the level 
of air to environmental changes accordingly.

Alerts
Sentinel continuously monitors and adjusts the vertical air 
cell cushion throughout the day and will alert you to any 
issues detected. 
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Product name Item no. Dimensions LxBxD Weight

Sentinel, powered by Kalogon - EU unit KA0501-ST-EU 114x55x37 mm 0,2 kg

Sentinel + StabilAir 
– The perfect combination
Sentinel and StabilAir make the perfect combination 
for a ‘go anywhere’ wheelchair seating cushion.

Together, they create a stable cushion solution that 
automatically adjusts to changes in environment or 
altitude.

Lightweight and compact
Sentinel´s light weight is similar to a mobile phone and 
is compact enough to fit neatly into the front pocket of 
Star cushions.

Optional app
For those who want control throughout the day, Sentinel 
comes with an optional app in which you can select 
settings that work for you. 

Battery: Lithium Ion 1,000 mAh 
Charge time: 3 - 4 hours 
Battery Life: 24 - 56 continuous hour  
Water resistance: IPX4 
App pairing method: Bluetooth  

User Weight Limit: See cushion user 
manual. 
Compatible with single chamber air cushions, 
e.g., Star Standard Air and StabilAir. 

Technical

Leaks Detection: Sentinel can detect most perforating cushion damage up to 3mm in size. However, where micro-perforations leak very slowly due to the nature of neoprene to 
create a seal, Sentinel may not alert the user to a possible leak but will compensate for any loss of air.
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Etac is a world-leading developer of innovative assistive devices and  
patient handling equipment. Since 1973, we have been committed to improving 

quality of life for the individual, family members and caregivers.

For the products’ intended purpose and latest  
information, please visit www.etac.com

Etac

+46 371 587 330

info@etac.se 
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